Jyotish Forecast
March/April 2011

Highlights
Mercury, the planet of the rational mind, communication, commerce,
trade, study, speaking, writing, etc. is having a difficult time. Doing one or
more of the Mercury remedies (upayas) below can help you in these areas.
This is especially important until April 8 but will be helpful until May 12.
The main energy of note is the opposition of Jupiter & Saturn which is exact
from March 25 thru April 1 inclusive. Both of them are strong* so to best
combine their energies, watch for expansion or opportunities and apply
yourself to take advantage of them. Balance your enhanced sense of generosity and optimism with practicality and frugality by reusing or repurposing
(donating). It’s an especially good time to focus within and on your true
purpose before taking action. You are being supported in all these areas.

Jupiter & Saturn
Opposition

Triggering transits on April 3 may spark a worldly event related to Jupiter/
Saturn/Mars energies (revolutions?) on that day or soon thereafter.
The Lunar New Year on April 4 is an auspicious day for any/all activities.
* Saturn is affected by Mercury’s difficulties, so doing Mercury remedies will
help Saturn’s energies, especially Mercury-related such as concentration and
analysis, and planning.

Planetary Events
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3/23			
3/25 		
3/28			
4/1			
4/3 			
			

Vedic Holiday
4/4

Lunar New Year Celebrated
(Chaitra Navaratra)

- Mercury debilitated until 5/8
- Mercury gandanta until 4/8
- Mars into Pisces
- Jupiter & Saturn Opposition
- Mercury retrograde until 4/23
- New Moon (in Pisces), i.e. Moon conjunct Sun
- Moon conjunct Jupiter
			 - Mars conjunct Uranus

Upayas to strengthen Mercury - begin or do on a Wednesday:
• Wear your Vedic gemstone for Mercury (em9
4
erald or secondary stone) if you have one that’s
been prescribed.
• Chant Mercury’s mantra (OM BUDHAYA
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NAMAHA, or OM BUM).
• Use Mercury’s yantra (shown here).
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• Wear or be around green and earth tones.
• The aromas (including incense) of basil and
sandalwood can be used to clear and calm, respectively.
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